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PARTICLE PRODUCTION / 600 MW 2* 1018 /s     
based on KA  and QLD measurements
PARTICLE PRODUCTION / 8000 MW 2.7*1024 /d     
QUEENSLAND PBL VOLUME (1.2 km) 2.1*1021 cm3
CALLIDE (since 1966)
RES.TIME 5d                >>>>                         + 3500 / cm3
5 fold enhancement of CCN in QLD
EFFECTS OF ENHANCED CCN
MORE AND SMALLER CLOUD DROPLETS (LESS LIQUID       
WATER?)
TEMPORAL, SPATIAL AND INTENSITY REDISTRIBUTION     
OF RAINFALL
REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF RAINFALL DAYS, 
CALLIDE (since 1966)
INCREASED RAINFALL/DAY
POSSIBLE LOSS OF WATER TO THE OCEAN (FOR 
COASTAL REGIONS) >> ANNUAL PRECIP.LOSS
SUMMARY
ENHANCED NUMBERS OF ULTRAFINE PARTICLES (CCN / CCN 
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NAT (198) 6.1 0.15 2.4
AGR (247) 8 8 0 10 1 1
   
. . .
g/m3
FOREST
WHEAT
Junkermann et al, ACP, 2009, Australia
Wang and Feingold, 2009a


